Human microtubule-associated protein 1a (MAP1A) gene: genomic organization, cDNA sequence, and developmental- and tissue-specific expression.
Microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs) regulate microtubule stability and play critical roles in neuronal development and the balance between neuronal plasticity and rigidity. MAP1a (HGMW-approved symbol MAP1A) stabilizes microtubules in postnatal axons. We describe human MAP1a's genomic organization and deduced cDNA and amino acid sequences. MAP1a is a single-copy gene spanning 10.5 kb. MAP1a coding sequence is contained in five exons. Translation begins in exon 3. Human MAP1a contains 2805 amino acids (predicted molecular weight 306.5 kDa) and is slightly larger than rat MAP1a (2774 amino acids). Like rat and bovine MAP1a, human MAP1a contains conserved tubulin binding motifs in the amino-terminal region. The carboxy-terminal portion contains a conserved pentadecapeptide that is present in the light chain portion of rat and bovine MAP1a/LC2 polyprotein. We show that human MAP1a gene expression occurs almost exclusively in the brain and that there is approximately 10-fold greater gene expression in adult brain compared to fetal brain. Strong, interspecies conservation between human and rat MAP1a cDNA and amino acid sequences indicates important relationships between MAP1a's function and its primary amino acid sequence.